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Introduction

Welcome to VWV’s annual compilation of articles on key trends and issues
in higher education.
Over the past 12 months, we have regularly written
articles focussing on the issues facing the higher
education (HE) sector for University Business and our own
publications, including our Higher Education Law Brief.
This brochure is a compilation of some of our articles
published in 2018/19. These cover a wide range of topics
of interest to senior administrators, leaders, managers
and lawyers working in higher education institutions
(HEIs) in England and Wales.
Challenging Times Indeed!
The challenges facing the higher education sector
show no signs of abating, including the new regulatory
framework, increased competition, focus on providing
value for money, pressure for flexibility, Brexit, the post18 funding review, the introduction of subject level TEF
and the next REF on the horizon. HEIs are having to
transform and do so at a challenging pace.
In this introduction, we highlight just three of the many
issues facing the HE sector in the months ahead:
Managing the Tensions Between a Changing
Organisational Culture and Individual Expectations
The extent and pace of change in the HE sector can
result in a cultural dissonance between an HEI’s need
to transform to react to a challenging environment
and staff expectations which can give rise to resistance
to change, low levels of staff resilience and rising
levels of reported workplace stress. There is likely to
be an increasing tension between the needs of HEIs
and the expectations of their staff. Those HEIs that
have a clearly thought through strategy that takes
account of these changes and mitigates their effects,
have a clear approach to change management, and
have modernised their decision-making processes to
enable them to be fleet of foot whilst at the same time

supporting their staff will be best placed to react to, and
take advantage of, the changes.
Financial Sustainability
The HE sector has experienced increasing levels of
competition for students. One consequence has been an
increased number of capital investment projects, such
as new buildings and facilities, with the aim of attracting
more students. To fund them, borrowing in the sector
has increased significantly, with debt in 2017/18 rising
to £10.8 billion, nearly three times the level ten years
previously.
At the same time, income from tuition fees is under
pressure. For example, income from
non-EU international students, whose fees were not
capped, has stopped increasing at previous rates since
a tightening of visa rules in 2012; Brexit may result in
reduced numbers of EU students enrolling at British
universities; and government proposals are under
consideration to reduce maximum tuition fees to £6,500,
which will result in a dramatic drop in incomes for
universities unless the shortfall is funded by taxpayers.
Until recently there has been an expectation that the
government will underwrite debt and that, akin to
the banks, universities are ‘too big to fail’. Times have
changed, however, and Sir Michael Barber, chair of the
Office for Students (OfS), has declared that insolvent
universities should not expect bail outs from the
taxpayer.
Whilst it is unclear how the government would deal with
an insolvent institution, both the Executive within HEIs
and members of Governing Bodies should focus as never
before on institutional financial sustainability.

Safeguarding Students
This remains an issue of high importance for institutions
to have on their radars. It is clearly a moral and legal
imperative as well as an issue in respect of which the
OfS has taken a leading role. The article we wrote for
University Business is included in this compilation.
Following on from the AdvanceHE report published in
September 2018 on the research undertaken to date (45
Round One projects) , in order to share ‘what works’ and
inform sector and institutional practice, an evaluation of
Round Two projects has begun and the results will feed
into a final evaluation report due in March 2019. What
will happen once the evaluation process is complete is
unclear at the time of writing this introduction. Many
would welcome safeguarding guidance from the OfS
and/or UUK so that best practice can be shared and help
the sector maintain the momentum of progress to date.

To keep up to date with legal changes and subscribe
to our Higher Education Law Brief and our weekly
Employment Law Brief, please visit
vwv.co.uk/news-and-events/subscribe.
You can also sign up to our free HE portal, HE
OnStream, at vwv.co.uk/he-onstream and follow us on
Twitter: @VWVHigherEd.

Bettina Rigg
Partner - Joint Head of HE
020 7665 0960
brigg@vwv.co.uk

The Author...
Bettina is joint head of our higher education practice and has over 25 years’ experience working with HE institutions.
She specialises in employment and student issues, with particular focus on equality diversity and inclusion.
Bettina regularly works with senior management teams and Governing Bodies on strategic projects and is very well
known in the HE sector, acting as relationship partner for many of our HE clients. She has spent time on secondment
to university clients as interim legal adviser and interim Head of Legal and until 31 July 2016 was a member of the
Council of the University of Exeter, having served the maximum term of 9 years. She is now the independent member
of the University of Exeter Nominations Committee.
She is a regular speaker at HE sector events, including the UHR annual conference.
Chambers & Partners says “She is an excellent partner who has a good understanding of our objectives.”
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Maintaining Competitive
Advantage – Finding Pragmatic
and Bold Solutions to HR Issues
In a climate of unprecedented change and increased competition,
higher education institutions need to find pragmatic solutions to
strategic HR issues.
We look at some of the strategic HR challenges facing
the sector and how desired outcomes may be achieved
effectively in shorter timescales by approaching issues in
a more streamlined way, whilst still being legally robust.
This follows a legal session delivered at the Universities
HR annual conference 2018.

• The uncertainty of Brexit means that some EEA
nationals are nervous about taking up posts in the UK
and some existing staff are considering leaving the
UK. Attracting and retaining talented individuals from
the EEA is likely to continue to be a challenge until the
post-Brexit position becomes clearer.

External Challenges

• Since the abolition of the fees regime in employment
tribunals, there has been a huge increase in claims.
Whilst the volume of claims has not yet reached the
level it was at before the introduction of the fees, HEIs
are receiving increasing numbers of employment
tribunal claims, which are typically complex, multifaceted, time-consuming and costly to defend.

There are numerous external factors which are currently
posing significant HR challenges for HEIs, some of which
include:
• The Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) has
put the spotlight firmly on teaching performance.
HEIs need to ensure that teaching performance
is sufficiently assessed and recognised and that
any underperformance issues are addressed. The
introduction of subject level TEF from 2020 is likely to
raise further HR challenges.
• Students are increasingly seeing themselves as
consumers and are willing to take action if they do
not believe they are receiving value for money. This
was highlighted following the recent industrial action
on the proposed changes to the USS, with students
now threatening litigation to recover compensation
for lost teaching time.
• Under the new regulatory framework, the Office of
Students has made it clear that it will use its new
powers to protect students and their interests which
could raise new HR challenges.
• The changes to the Research Excellence Framework
(REF) mean that in 2021 all academics with significant
responsibility for research will need to be submitted
for the REF and there will not be the same flexibility
to choose who is, and is not submitted, as there has
been in the past. This had led some HEIs to consider
increasing the use of teaching only contracts.
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Internal Challenges
At the same time as dealing with these external
challenges, HR professionals are facing internal
challenges, such as:
• Many HEIs are embarking on transformation and
organisational change projects to ensure that their
structure fits with the changing environment, and
that they have an operating model to best direct
spending, attract revenue and reduce costs. As
well as resulting in voluntary and/or compulsory
redundancies, many of these projects seek to
introduce changes to terms and conditions of
employment.

• Attracting and retaining staff and rewarding them
can be a challenge as the incremental pay scales
used by HEIs give little room for flexibility. Many HEIs
are reviewing their strategies for rewarding high
performers and some are considering a move away
from national pay bargaining, as it does not give them
the flexibility they want for remunerating staff.
• The introduction of gender pay gap reporting has
highlighted the paucity of women in senior roles
within HEIs. The median average gap across the HE
sector was 16.5% against an average of 9.7% across
all sectors, and 30 HEIs reported gender pay gaps in
excess of 20%. With there also being a lack of BME
individuals in senior academic positions, diversity and
inclusion are high on the agenda for HR professionals
within HEIs.
• Collaborations and partnerships, whether
internationally, with other institutions or educational
establishments, or for economies of scale, are on the
increase. Whilst these can present great opportunities,
they also present significant HR challenges.
A Policy for Everything
Against this background, HEIs tend to have more HR
policies and procedures than employers in most other
sectors. Indeed, it is not unheard of for a new policy to be
drafted when a situation arises that is not covered by a
policy already.
Rather than assisting, these procedures can sometimes
tie institutions up in knots, make a process very
protracted and cause significant delay. There can also be
a tendency to hide behind a procedure rather addressing
the underlying issues.
In a climate in which it is often necessary to respond to
change or opportunities speedily, HEIs should consider
finding ways of being more fleet of foot, less risk averse
and focussed on the desired outcome rather than
peripheral issues that can get in the way.
Finding Solutions
Whilst ensuring that strategic HR decisions and the
processes adopted are legally robust, focussing on the
end goal, and having a clear timeline and framework as
to how this can be achieved, will help with streamlining a
process and perhaps assist in achieving the result the HEI
wants in a shorter timescale.

At the start of any strategic HR project, it is important
to have a clear vision of what the institution wants to
achieve, and why, and to anticipate what the likely
blockers are to achieving the desired outcome. These
blockers can range from lack of engagement of key
stakeholders, to poor relations with recognised trade
unions and from a culture that resists change to costs,
both direct and indirect. Anticipating what the likely
blockers will be will help in planning for how these can be
overcome and ensure that the timetable has adequate
contingencies built in.
It is not possible to eliminate the possibility of
unexpected problems during a project, but keeping
surprises to a minimum, controlling the controllable,
should help an HEI stick to its timeline and ensure that
the project remains on track.
HEIs have traditionally been very risk averse and this can
delay the implementation of necessary changes. Whilst
the risk of any course of action needs to be assessed,
both from a financial and reputational point of view, it
is impossible to eliminate risk altogether, so a balance
needs to be struck between an institution’s operational
needs and the level of risk it is prepared to accept.
For example, in a collective redundancy situation, if an
HEI does not consult with recognised trade unions this
could result in a protective award of up to 90 days’ pay
per employee which could be a very significant sum. On
the other hand, if an HEI is just facing the slight possibility
of a procedurally unfair dismissal claim from one
employee, it may be prepared to take that risk.
In conclusion, rather than being a slave to procedures, I
would encourage institutions to find pragmatic and bold
legal solutions which could well give them a competitive
advantage.

Jane Byford
Partner - Joint Head of HE
0121 227 3712
jbyford@vwv.co.uk

This article was originally published in
University Business in July 2018.
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University Real Estate - Really So
Much More Than Just Property
“Buy land, they’re not making it anymore” is as true today as it was in
Mark Twain’s world, notwithstanding our ever more imaginative ways of
constructing buildings in or on the sea (not just in Dubai) and other parts
of our planet that would once have been considered out of bounds.
As with any precious commodity, landowners are finding
different ways to utilise their real estate, to optimise or
‘sweat’ assets and to maximise book valuations. It’s long
been recognised by universities that just having a great
academic record, important as that clearly is, won’t cut
the mustard these days. It’s not just retailers who talk
about the ‘destination experience’: an attractive campus,
with cutting-edge academic facilities, vibrant social and
leisure space and student accommodation is a massive
draw in the ongoing pursuit of students.
The opposite is also true, hence the sustained investment
by universities in their real estate.
The Times Higher Education student experience rankings
show how vital it is to get the campus and the wider
experience right. As with all things, you need a balance
when deciding which university to attend and strong
academic performance will always feature highly,
alongside other more subjective factors. The THE 21
measures of student experience across seven areas
show the importance of the built environment: academic
experience; societal experience; student welfare;
accommodation; industry connections; security; and
student union.
As universities embark on the 2018/19 academic year,
the trends we are seeing follow.
Collaboration with Industry …and Between
Universities
Research is a clear driver. In Universities UK’s 2017
report on the economic impact of universities, Oxford
Economics estimate that the future benefits of research
and development carried out by universities in 2014/15
was worth £28.9 billion to the UK economy.

“

It’s long been recognised by
universities that just having a great
academic record, important as that clearly
is, won’t cut the mustard these days.

”

Across the UK, universities are continuing to deliver
change. In the Midlands, Birmingham City University is
leading a network of partners, including Aston University,
Birmingham City Council, BMet, Innovation Birmingham
and HS2, with a pioneering concept. The Knowledge
Hub (K-Hub) will transform the ways we think about,
create and develop public spaces, the ways we use those
spaces to power collaborative thinking and connecting
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historic deals were of a longer term nature, usually 25-35
years, so as to enable a developer to recoup its build/
refurb costs and move to profit in the later years.
More recently, with demand in the biggest cities also
covering non-student occupiers, deals can and have
been shorter, partly in recognition of the competition
for residential units across sectors, not just in education.
Universities are reviewing their portfolios for the duration
and type of accommodation, trying to balance availability
with demand: an unenviable task in the current climate
of competition for students, the release of the student
cap and the uncertainty surrounding Brexit.

International Students Are Still Vital, Whatever
Happens With Brexit
According to Universities UK, in 2016/17 over 442,000
international students went to UK universities, with 70%
of those from outside the EU. The spending on tuition
fees is dwarfed by the economic output generated by
those students, both on and off-campus: £25.8bn by
international students and their visitors. Good quality
facilities, both academic and residential, are vital factors
to attract international students and the economic
benefits they bring. What happens about Brexit will be
important for the EU students who comprise one third of
the international students who currently study in the UK.

deep science with start-up energy and focus.
The aim is to make K-Hub a beacon of place-based
innovation, leveraging wider benefits delivered by
the HS2 Growth Strategy, Industrial Strategy and the
Birmingham Big City Plan, with the intention to develop
new products/services, create jobs, grow business
opportunity, increase productivity and foster vital
research.
One practical example is how sensors can be utilised
within our streetscapes/campuses to better understand
the environment and how that can then apply to
community improvements to enhance the environment.
Teaching Methodologies and Innovation Drive the
Need for More Flexible Space
The ways in which we all use working space is
changing. Technology is transforming all our lives, with
workstations becoming ever more agile and offices
offering ‘collaborative space’, where businesses coalesce.
The ways in which students are being taught is also
changing - the University of Northampton’s brand new
campus does not include a major lecture theatre. Futureproofing a campus will need to continue to embrace
this change: flexibility is key in spatial usage and new
construction methods.
Birmingham City University’s STEAMhouse is the UK’s
first Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Maths
focused arts-based fabrication space, providing a unique
collaborative space bringing academics and business
together to create innovative industry solutions and for
local SMEs to develop new products and services. Phase
1 has already provided vital support for the creative and
digital sectors in establishing new business models,
reinvigorating manufacturing to provide economic
growth, whilst levering in £15m of public funding
to establish an innovation campus by 2021. Phase
2 is underway and will add in commercial partners,
incubation units and a STEAM academy. Exciting times
lie ahead.
Student Accommodation
The last 5-10 years has seen a proliferation of private
sector partners engaging with universities to provide
student accommodation. This is now a recognised
property asset class in its own right, with portfolios
trading for £millions. What has changed for universities
is the extent to which they rely, to a greater or lesser
extent, on that outsourced provision. Typically, the more

Proactive Dealings with House-Builders
The UK has a housing shortage and the Government
is committed to an additional 250,000 new homes
being built by 2030. That’s a highly ambitious figure,
especially given the current rate of progress. What is
clear is that universities are working alongside housebuilders, reinvesting the sale proceeds in the remainder
of their estates. There is plenty to get to grips with:
ensuring there’s a fair balance on remediation costs and
Community Infrastructure Levy that might be imposed by
the local authority amongst other things.
Crucially, how retained university land can be used when
bordered by residential housing is a fundamental and
practical point to get right. Good advisors will be on their
mettle. There are good deals to be made for both HE
and the house-builders but the devil, as with all major
projects, remains in the detail.

Real estate remains a vital part of a university’s make-up.
The pressures to perform are increasing: on the student
side, in a place-making context and also financially.
Balancing those pressures will bring the fabric of your
campus into ever greater relief. Real estate has always
been so much more than just property; the current
climate really does bring that home.

Clive Read
Partner
0121 227 3710
cread@vwv.co.uk

This article was originally published in
University Business in September 2018.
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Safeguarding Students Understanding What Works
Safeguarding risks to students in higher education take many forms,
from bullying and harassment to sexual violence and compromised
mental health.
Responding to these risks is a sector-wide challenge,
towards which both the Office for Students (OfS)
and UUK have taken a leading role. In September
2018, independent evaluators appointed by the OfS
from AdvanceHE published a report of the research
undertaken to date, in order to share ‘what works’ and
inform sector and institutional practice.
Background: How Did We Get Here?
Back in 2016, the UUK Harassment Taskforce published
its now well-known report ‘Changing the Culture’.
Its recommendations, which stressed the need for
institutions to be more systematic in their approach
to harassment, sexual violence and hate crime, were
followed by guidance on handling alleged student
misconduct, and earlier this year, were supplemented
further by a progress report (‘Changing the Culture: One
Year On’).
The Catalyst Fund
At around the same time, the OfS assumed responsibility
from HEFCE for Catalyst funding aimed at promoting
safeguarding students in higher education. In all, the
Catalyst Fund allocated £4.4m in one-to-one match
funding to help HEIs with a total of 108 one year projects
designed to keep students safe. This has been divided
between sexual violence and harassment (Round One)
and hate crime and online harassment (Round Two).
The intended outcomes of these projects encompass
institution (ie leadership and staff) and student-focused
objectives including management, involvement, training,
reporting, collaboration and monitoring.

“

Whilst it is accepted that 12
months is not long enough to both build
and implement meaningful safeguarding
initiatives, learning points and positive
effects have already been identified.

”

A third round of funding (£1.5m) was allocated by the
OfS in March 2018 for 17 two year projects aimed at
developing knowledge and practice to address hate
crime relating to religion or belief. In addition, the OfS is
working with Research England to support mental health
and wellbeing for postgraduate research students. The
overall strategy is to stimulate cultural change through a
diverse range of interventions.
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So, What Works?
AdvanceHE’s analysis of the 45 completed Round One
projects, focuses on several key themes: delivery and
effective management, leadership and governance,
student and staff involvement, partnership and
collaboration and the embeddedness and sustainability
of change. In the main, these projects concentrated on
tackling issues of student-student sexual misconduct
with a smaller number addressing domestic abuse, hate
crime and other forms of harassment.
• Delivery & Management - Particular success has
been noted in relation to the creation of new posts
and roles, new policies, processes and reporting
systems and the implementation of training and
prevention strategies. This is despite significant
challenges and barriers including the short one year
time-frame, delays in recruitment, the need to narrow
project scope and reformulate priorities and recruiting
students for training.
• Leadership & Governance - It was always anticipated
that the success of projects would depend heavily on
the extent of senior leadership buy-in. Without this,
the sort of provider-wide approach needed to make
genuine cultural change would likely remain elusive.
Targeted training and modification of the governance
of safeguarding are both reported as having a
significant impact and the potential to be the basis of
sustainable long-term change.
• Staff & Student Engagement - Effective staff
engagement occurred when projects drew on a
variety of academic interest areas, thereby utilising a
range of
in-house expertise (eg criminology, sociology,
psychology) to inform design and delivery.
Unsurprisingly, it also helped to have staff who were
personally interested in safeguarding and therefore
more likely to engage and invest their own time
in pushing projects forward. On the student side,
collaboration with student unions and engagement
with those on courses with content linked to
safeguarding was effective.
• Partnership & Collaboration - Projects involving
participants engaging with external agencies were
found to have mutual benefits. For universities, it
provided access to specialist knowledge that could
inform project design and delivery. For agencies such
as the police, it was a way to break down barriers and
debunk myths believed to inhibit, for example, the
willingness of complainants to report crimes.

• Embeddedness & Sustainability - A key reported
feature of established safeguarding work in HE is
that it is usually based solely in Student Services,
which limits the development of an institution-wide
approach. Catalyst funding has helped to overcome
this in some institutions by facilitating co-operation
between student unions and a range of academic
departments. As might be expected, this has been
more difficult in larger providers and those with
a collegiate structure, but led to more creative
responses, such as in one case collaboration with the
local authority and other external partners.
Whilst it is accepted that 12 months is not long enough
to both build and implement meaningful safeguarding
initiatives, learning points and positive effects have
already been identified.

“

Arguably the most valuable
insight to emerge so far is confirmation
that, for there to be tangible cultural
change around gender-based violence,
intervention is needed before students
enter further or higher education.

”

Of the outcomes cited in the evaluation report, the top
two related to improved collaboration - better cross
sector sharing of practice and more partnership working.
Enhanced student awareness and engagement as well
as improvements to the handling of disclosures and
reporting methods and increased reporting also stand
out.
By-stander training aimed at particular groups (eg those
working in accommodation) or group leaders (such
as club captains) is a popular approach, the intention
being to empower students (and others) to act as
‘pro-social citizens’. The Intervention Initiative, which
is a programme of eight facilitated one hour sessions
originally created by academics at UWE in 2014, is
perhaps the most developed UK resource and is freely
available.
Arguably the most valuable insight to emerge so far is
confirmation that, for there to be tangible cultural change
around gender-based violence, intervention is needed

before students enter further or higher education. This
suggests that initiatives should be aimed at children
well before they complete school and emphasises the
importance of how HE providers interact with and share
information with schools and colleges.
Another clear message is the positive effect that Catalyst
funding has had on institutions’ willingness to address
these difficult issues by alleviating senior management
concerns about reputational damage. With scores of
institutions working simultaneously to address what is a
sensitive but sector-wide issue no one particular provider
is being associated with and potentially tarnished by
student vulnerability.
What Next?
Addressing multi-faceted student safeguarding issues in
HE effectively is a massive and ongoing task. Whilst many
of the Round One projects are still developing, it is clear
that Catalyst funding has already helped a number of
institutions to achieve promising signs of improvement.
Equally clear is that true cultural change can only
realistically be a long term aspiration and one likely to
require intervention by schools and colleges as well as
by HE providers. The evaluation of Round Two projects
will begin shortly and the results will feed into a final
evaluation report due in March 2019.
What will happen once the evaluation process is
complete is yet to be determined. Many would welcome
safeguarding guidance from the OfS and/or UUK so that
best practice can be shared and help the sector maintain
the momentum of progress to date.

Kris Robbetts
Partner
0117 314 5427
krobbetts@vwv.co.uk

This article was originally published in
University Business in October 2018.
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Does the Morrisons Decision
Raise New Risks for University
Employers?
Many people were surprised when the Court of Appeal decided that
Morrisons was liable when a rogue employee on a frolic of his own,
deliberately leaked personal data.
The question for other employers, including universities,
is whether they are facing a similar risk. In short, they
may well be and this article looks at the reasoning for
that and at what practical measures universities might
put in place to mitigate it.
What Happened?
Morrisons employed Mr Skelton as a senior internal
IT auditor. This was a role that specifically required
Skelton on a daily basis, to receive information which
was confidential or for limited circulation: Morrisons
appointed him on the basis that this would happen and
that he could be trusted to deal with it safely.
Following a disciplinary hearing into his unauthorised
use of Morrisons’ postal facilities for his private purposes,
Skelton was given a verbal warning. The incident did not
itself suggest that Skelton was not to be trusted.
The disciplinary action left him with a grudge against his
employer. He then planned his revenge.
Skelton was required to download payroll data of about
100,000 employees from an encrypted USB stick; copy it
to his encrypted PC, then copy it on to another encrypted
USB stick supplied by KPMG and hand it over. He then
also copied it onto a personal USB stick with a view to
disclosing the data. Using the initials and date of birth of
another employee in an attempt to frame him, Skelton
uploaded the payroll data to a file sharing website.

“

The damages case will be
interesting because it is likely to set the
‘going rate’ for data breaches where no
specific loss can be shown.

”

Later, he anonymously sent CDs containing the data
to various newspapers when Morrisons was about
to announce its annual financial reports. One of the
newspapers alerted Morrisons to the disclosure and
within a few hours, the website was taken down.
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Skelton was arrested and charged with fraud, and
offences under the Computer Misuse Act 1990 and s.55
of the Data Protection Act (DPA). He was convicted and
sentenced to eight years’ in prison.
The judge at first instance held that Morrisons had
provided adequate and appropriate controls, in
accordance with its obligation under the seventh data
protection principle (data security). It had not ensured
that he deleted the data within a reasonable time but on
the facts, Skelton had copied it before a ‘reasonable time’
had expired so it made no difference. Morrisons was not
therefore primarily responsible for its employee’s leak of
the payroll data.
Why Was Morrisons Vicariously Liable for the Acts of a
Dishonest Employee?
Morrisons argued that it should not be liable for Skelton’s
dishonest acts because:
• it had complied with its obligations under the DPA the relevant statute at the time - and that provided a
complete statutory code for its obligations in relation
to the personal data
• Skelton was clearly and demonstrably acting outside
the course of his employment
• if the court held Morrisons liable, it would be an
accessory to Skelton’s criminal aim of damaging his
employer
The Court of Appeal decided that:
• the DPA does not prevent an employer from being
vicariously liable for the actions of a rogue employee:
the seventh data protection principle requires the
employer to take reasonable steps to ensure the
reliability of employees who have access to personal
data

• the way in which Skelton misused his position as a
trusted manager of the payroll data to injure the
Morrisons’ employees was a risk that Morrisons took in
placing that trust in him and so they were vicariously
liable for his acts
• even a case like this, where it was accepted that
Skelton’s motive was to damage Morrisons, does not
give rise to an exception from the general rule in the
law of vicarious liability that the motive of the rogue
employee is irrelevant.
The Court of Appeal appears to have treated the latter
point as a public policy consideration and balanced it
against a competing one, namely that an injured party
should not be left without an effective remedy. Since
Morrisons could insure against vicarious liability for
wrongful acts by rogue employees, but Skelton could not
insure against liability for his own deliberate wrongdoing,
the balance lay in favour of finding Morrisons vicariously
liable for Skelton’s actions.
What Happens Next?
Morrisons is appealing to the Supreme Court, principally
on the public policy point.
Even if the Supreme Court were to overrule the Court
of Appeal, this would have limited impact in relation to
the effect of the rest of the judgment since the motives
of rogue employees are more usually personal gain or
damage to those whose personal data they misuse, than
damage to their employer.
Why Does it Matter So Much to Morrisons?
Over 5,500 employees and former employees have
sued Morrisons in a class action. If Morrisons loses at the
Supreme Court, it faces damages claims for breach of the
DPA, misuse of their private information and breach of
confidence.
It seems that none of the employees has suffered any
actual financial loss. The damages case will be interesting
because it is likely to set the ‘going rate’ for data breaches
where no specific loss can be shown.

which they are appointed, is a continuing one. It does not
come to an end on appointment.
We recommend that universities take the following steps:
• Review data governance policies and procedures.
• Consider additional checks, such as taking up extra
references, before appointing anyone to a role where
the field of activities includes responsibility for the
safe handling of personal data (or other confidential
material).
• When an employee is subject to disciplinary action or
raises a grievance, consider whether it is appropriate
to make a fresh assessment of whether their reliability
in their role might be affected by the outcome.
• Put in place systematic IT controls that monitor use
and provide alerts where policies (such as prohibitions
on downloading to personal USBs) are breached or
unusual activity (such as downloading large amount
of personal data to different places within a short
period of time) take place. This may also mean
that you should carry out a data privacy impact
assessment if you are introducing new systems
or processes. Make sure that alerts go to at least
two people, ideally working in different parts of the
university.
• Check that your current insurance arrangements
provide adequate cover for this kind of activity. Take
into account the risk of class actions where large
numbers of people are affected.

Serena Tierney
Partner
020 7665 0817
stierney@vwv.co.uk

What Does This Mean for Universities? - Top Tips
The key take-out at this stage is that the duty to ensure
that your employees are trustworthy for the roles to

This article was originally published in
University Business in November 2018.
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It seemed to reach this conclusion in part because at the
time of drawdown the other two tests were satisfied - the
development agreement involved detailed preparatory
works and services, and the Council was involved in
this process, so by the time the developer exercised its
rights of drawdown, the works became binding upon the
Council without it taking any further action.

Managing Procurement Risk in
the Higher Education Sector
We examine the implications of the Faraday judgment and the lessons
that can be learned on managing procurement risk.
The appeal case of Faraday Development Limited v West
Berkshire Council has been widely reported. The case
concerned a complex land development agreement and
whether it should have been advertised and tendered in
accordance with the Public Contracts Regulations 2016 as
a public works contract.

There is a lot of pressure on universities to offer on-site
student accommodation, sport and recreation facilities
in order to be able to compete for students. In practice, it
may be commercially attractive for universities to enter
into development deals with the private sector without
following a procurement route.

As well as setting out further guidance on the stress
tests for structuring land arrangements outside the
scope of the public procurement rules, the case provides
some useful lessons on managing procurement risk that
are applicable to university executive officers and HE
governing bodies.

For example, timing to deliver a development for
the start of an academic year may be an issue, or a
developer may own land nearby and it may make
sense to deal only with that developer to deliver a
larger or more financially rewarding scheme. Faraday
demonstrates that going round rather than over
the procurement hurdle creates a risk that has to be
managed very carefully.

The Council awarded the development contract to
St Modwen Developments Ltd without following a
compliant procurement process. In the High Court it
argued that the development agreement was a property
transaction with the main aim of income generation
rather than the realisation of works, and therefore it was
not subject to the rules.
It also argued that there was no legally binding
obligation on the developer to drawdown plots of land
for development, even though there was a significant
commercial incentive. It failed in these arguments at the
Court of Appeal. The development contract was declared
ineffective and the Council was fined.

The Structure
The Court of Appeal accepted that there might be a
number of legitimate reasons for structuring transactions
outside the scope of the procurement regulations.
The stress tests that apply in relation to development
agreements are well-known and experienced
practitioners are familiar with where the boundaries of
risk lie. Faraday sheds further light on those nuances to
which universities must now have even more regard.
The three-pronged stress tests relate to the amount of
control a public body has in relation to specifications,
whether there is a legally binding obligation to carry
out works and whether the public body stands to gain
any economic benefit. The structure put in place by
the Council relied upon there being no legally binding
obligation on the developer to carry out works.
While the Court of Appeal agreed there was no
legally binding obligation to carry out works when the
development agreement was entered into, it concluded
that a contingent obligation to carry out works,
crystallised at the time when the developer decided to
draw down parcels of land for development.
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“

Faraday is a reminder that if a
public body chooses not to follow the
procurement rules and gets it wrong, the
consequences can be severe.

”

The practical point from a drafting perspective is that
the more control a contracting authority is seeking, the
more likely it will be seen to be an indirect procurement
of works.
For universities there is a key difference, commercially,
from letting a developer construct a new building over
which the university has no influence, to one where,
ideally, a university has a say in the design, layout and
functionality, all of which can go to the long-term
usability of that building. It can be tricky getting this
right as Faraday illustrates but understanding the stress
points and seeking legal advice on the structure can help
universities understand the risks.
The Paper Trail
If there is a challenge, universities can expect detailed
scrutiny of their decision making process, as evidenced
in the business case, board papers, and procurement
strategy documents. The Courts will look at these
documents to verify the main purpose of the agreement
and the overall nature of the transaction. It is important
to check that these documents are accurate and
consistent.
The Council failed in its duty of transparency to set
out clearly its justification for its decision not to follow
the procurement rules. This was particularly the case
where it sought unsuccessfully to rely upon a voluntary
transparency notice to minimise its exposure to the
procurement risk. Under the procurement rules, a
contracting authority can reduce the time period in
which a complainant can bring a challenge for contract
ineffectiveness by publishing a transparency notice
which sets out a description of the contract, its objective
and the reasons why it is not necessary to follow a
procurement process.
The Court of Appeal made clear that the standard
expected in relation to the use of transparency notices
is high. The Council over simplified the nature of
the arrangement by stating that it was a pure land
transaction and therefore exempt from the procurement
rules, and did not reflect the detailed and complex
nature of the development agreement. As such a
potential or unsuccessful bidder could not be said to have
full knowledge of the relevant facts, to enable it to decide
whether or not to bring a challenge.
Transparency notices can be an effective risk
management tool but can only be used in limited
circumstances. Faraday reinforces that message and
shows that whatever statements a university might
make about the nature of a transaction, the courts will

check to make sure that those statements coincide with
the reality of the land or development project.
The Risks
Faraday is a reminder that if a public body chooses not
to follow the procurement rules and gets it wrong, the
consequences can be severe.
This is the first English case in which the sanction of
ineffectiveness has been imposed. The subject matter of
the development agreement, a strategically important
area of land in Newbury, remains undeveloped, the
Council has suffered damage to its reputation, and for
the complainant, as yet there is no direct remedy. The
parties will have also incurred considerable professional
fees in pursuing this significant case. Although the Council
was only fined the sum of £1, this should not be seen to
create any guidance on the amount of any future fines
as it was agreed between the parties to the litigation, to
minimise the costs to taxpayers. Other public bodies may
not be so fortunate in the future.
Conclusion
While Faraday is most obviously about the applicability
of the public procurement rules in a development
context, it is much more than that. It is as much about
the important exercise of risk management and good
governance.
Universities embarking on their development plans
should be asking the following questions. Do the public
procurement rules apply and should we be following a
compliant procurement process? If not, on what basis
can we validly justify our actions to demonstrate the
project is genuinely a land transaction and have we
explored all alternative options to address the risks?
The answers to those questions should be continually
asked by executive officers, ultimately to the satisfaction
of their governing bodies, so that the spectrum of
risk is understood by decision-makers and managed
appropriately.
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This article was originally published in
University Business in January 2019.
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Government Publishes
Post-Brexit Immigration Plan

New Guidance on Student
Discipline

The government has finally published its White Paper setting out its plan
for the immigration system after Brexit.

In October 2018, the Office of the Independent Adjudicator (OIA) published
guidance on the creation of student disciplinary procedures and handling
individual cases.

Sponsorship Required for EU Citizens
The government proposes that EU workers would in
future have to earn a minimum salary in a job skilled to
A-level or above to be sponsored for a UK work visa.

Graduate Employers and International Students

‘Low-skilled’ workers not meeting these criteria would be
restricted to short-term visas of one year at a time.

For graduate employers, the White Paper states that the
government will:

The proposals adopt many of the recommendations of
the Migration Advisory Committee (MAC), published in
September.

“… improve the current offer to those who have completed
a degree who want to stay on in the UK to work after
they have completed their studies, by offering six months’
post-study leave to all master’s students, and bachelor’s
students studying at an institution with degree awarding
powers – giving them more time to find permanent skilled
work and to work temporarily during that period. Those
who have completed a PhD will have a year.”

Amendments to the Points-Based System
Workers from European Economic Area (EEA) countries
will be required to obtain immigration permission in order
to come to the UK to live and work, in the same way as
non-EU workers.
Adjustments to the existing Points-Based System have
been proposed, which include:
• Removing the existing cap on sponsored work visas.
• Reducing the skills threshold from level 6 on the
Regulated Qualifications Framework (degree-level) to
level 3 (A-level).
• Abolishing the requirement for employers to advertise
roles before sponsoring skilled workers (the Resident
Labour Market Test).
• The MAC and government say this does not offer
protection against employers relying on migrant
workers, instead serving in practice as a delay in the
process. They prefer the idea of additional fees in
the form of the Immigration Skills Charge to make
employers think twice about sponsoring migrants.
• Reducing the bureaucratic burden on sponsoring
employers.
Minimum Salary
The MAC had proposed a minimum salary of £30,000
for workers sponsored on this basis, but this is the only
recommendation which has not been adopted.
Rumours of a rift in the Cabinet over this issue were
reported, so instead of proposing a minimum salary,
the government will instead consult over what level the
minimum salary should be set at.
‘Low Skilled’ Worker Visas
The government proposes immigration routes for ‘low
skilled’ workers as a transitional measure to support
sectors which have come to rely on workers from the EU.
This immigration route will consist of a 12-month working
visa followed by a cooling off period of a further 12
months.
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Additionally, such workers will not be able to switch to
other immigration categories, bring family members or
qualify for permanent residence.

International students studying in the UK at degree-level
and above will also be permitted to switch into the skilled
worker route up to three months before the end of their
course, and from outside of the UK for two years after
their graduation.
What Next?
The new immigration system will be phased in between
now and the end of the Brexit transition period, with
further reforms to follow.

The new guidance complements existing sections of the
OIA’s Good Practice Framework which cover complaints
and appeals, delivering learning opportunities with others
and supporting disabled students.

• Fairness - consistency, transparency (including
allegations made), opportunity to respond, balance
of probability, burden of proof on the provider, clearly
reasoned decisions.

The scope of the new guidance, which will inform the
OIA’s approach to disciplinary matters at HE providers
in England and Wales from the start of the 2019/20
academic year, is broad, covering both academic and
non-academic misconduct.

• Independence - decisions taken by individuals
with no prior involvement, ensure no reasonable
perception of bias.

On the academic side, specific reference is made to
transgressions such as plagiarism, contract cheating,
falsifying data, collusion and breaching research or ethics
policies. On the non-academic side, anti-social behaviour,
sexual misconduct, violence and harassment are among
the offences mentioned.
It is recognised that certain behaviours might breach
criminal law as well as the provider’s procedures, such
that there could be internal or external consequences for
students or a combination of both. The OIA characterises
itself in relation to these procedures as a provider of
independent external review.
In identifying what a good disciplinary procedure looks
like, irrespective of the nature of the case, the OIA has set
out eight guiding principles:
• Accessibility - visibility, responsiveness.
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• Clarity - expected standards of behaviour, possible
sanctions and treatment of mitigation, record
keeping.
• Proportionality - information resolution where
possible, reasonable and fair treatment, recognition
of distinction between internal breaches and criminal
offences.
• Timeliness - conclude as quickly as possible and
within 90 days, inclusion of time limits and provision
of reasonable notice.

• Confidentiality - appropriate level of confidentiality
whilst allowing an effective investigation.
• Improving the Student Experience - promotion of
positive behaviours, including compliance with the
Equality Act 2010 and challenging negative attitudes,
stereotypes and unacceptable behaviour.
In addition to coverage of procedural considerations that
would be expected, such as adherence to the principles
of natural justice, the guidance contains useful sections
on legal concepts including the burden and standard of
proof, strict liability and intent and dealing with possible
criminal offences.

“

Whilst the new guidance does
not introduce anything fundamentally
new it is a welcome synthesis of practical,
context specific advice.

”

There are also 11 case studies designed to address
practical matters including the impact of mental health
difficulties, the interface between student misconduct
and fitness to practise procedures and the treatment of
mitigation.
Whilst the new guidance does not introduce anything
fundamentally new it is a welcome synthesis of practical,
context specific advice. It also addresses many of the
latest challenges within the HE sector such as treatment
of plagiarism and possible criminal offences in an
accessible way.
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